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SJSU president
search costly
$61,000 wasted on first search,
same amount plannedfor next
By Brian Harr
Daily staff sinter

Trying to find a president for SJSU
isn’t easy. The first time around, CSU
spent approximately $61,000 on a
search process that failed.
Now CSU officials are trying to
figure out a better way to spend another $61,000 on a second search but
this time make it work.
Sonoma State University and Cal
State Northridge are also presently
searching for presidents. As soon as
those searches are complete, the CSU
Board of Trustees along with CSU
Chancellor Bany Munitz will analyze
the searches for all three schools and
see what worked and what didn’t in
order to come up with a better system
for SJSU’s selection.
The retirement of former SJSU
President Gail Fullerton in September
of 1991 got the ball rolling and forced
the search for a new president. Having
appointed Interim President J. Handel
Evans in August, the search began in
October when the Presidential Selection Advisory Committee, PSAC, was
formed.
The search continued through the
middle of March when the single
remaining candidate, Ruth Leventhal,
dropped out leaving SJSU without a
president and the CSU budget $61,000
poorer. The money used for the search
was systemwide funds that came out
of the CSU budget.
The cost for the next search will
most likely be the same as last time
and will be paid for out of the CSU
budget again. The cost could be less
for a couple of reasons, according to
spokeswoman for CSU Colleen Bentley Adler.
One reason is travel expense. Overall travel for the search, including
PSAC travel, candidate and staff travel
was $19,588. Candidate travel alone
was $17,129.78 which may be less in
the next search.
It is a customary practice to have
the candidates visit the campus during

the selection, so they were flown in
from Bakersfield, Wisconsin, Florida,
Pennsylvania, San Diego and Honoluand CSU picked up the tab.
lu
Bentley-Adler feels that next time candidate travel expenses may be less
especially if we don’t "fly them in
from all over."
The second and more substantial
factor of cost hinges greatly on
whether or not a consultant is used.
CSU wanted the best for SJSU the
first time, said Bentley-Adler, so they
hired Washington -based consultant
Charles Neff. His expenses were
$4,071.
His fee was $27,500.
In 1991, Fresno State conducted a
search that did not require a consultant
and the total cost for the search was
$36,800. "It’s not definite, but we’ll
probably use a consultant next time,"
Bentley-Adler said.
The consultant firm hired for the
search under way at Sonoma State
cost CSU $31,000. SJSU was in a
competitive price range there, but
according to Steve McCarthy,
spokesman for CSU, there’s a price
range where CSU is not competitive.
"CSU’s salaries are at a point
where we’re not even able to offer a
candidate (Leventhal) a competitive
salary," McCarthy said. "A 3,200-student campus in Virginia can offer her
more than we can."
Some were angry about the first
process and its failure, but some, like
Martha Falgatter, the chairwoman of
the selection committee, did not think
it was such a flop.
"I think quite a bit was learned
from all involved," she said.
One of the people who was angry
with the process is Wiggsy Sivertsen,
an SJSU counselor and member of the
Presidential Search Advisory Committee.
"We should bill those who were
narcissistic and self-centered and
thought they knew what was best for
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Photographs by Marcio I Sanchez
Daily staff photographer
ABOVE (left to right): Randy Krenzin, Jason Would, Gabe Leon and Ken Marsh of Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity celebrate after their team took a 10-point lead against Delta
Upsilon during the Interfraternity Council basketball championships Thursday night
in the Event Center
RIGHT: I.es Shepherd of team T.N.B. reaches for a rebound. ’EN.B., made up of
students of the residence halls, defeated the Raw Bunch for the Division A crown.

See COSTS, Back Page

Much of campus unaware of SJSU Alumni Association’s purpose
By John Perez
Duly saff writer
Recently SJSU alumni have received publicity about a few vocal members speaking out
against the university’s presidential selection
process. But some people on campus are not
clear about what the Alumni Association does
as a whole and who they are.
During the presidential search, few of the
alumni had threatened to withdraw their financial support from the university.
According to Janet Redding, director of university advancement, no one has ever written a
check to the university and then asked for the
money back.
"That type of thing would have to be taken
on a case- by-case basis. If someone came to

the university and said they have gone
bankrupt and the money they gave to the university is more important to them now, that
would have to be considered," Redding said.
According to Redding, the Alumni Association had a member on the selection committee.
That member was there to express the views of
the association in the selection process.
"I think the few alumni that spoke out about
the process were a little late in expressing their
concerns," said Mike Travesino, SJSU alumnus.
Redding said she thought it would be difficult for money given to the university to affect
a process that takes place in Long Beach.
According to Redding, it would be pretty hard
to affect a process by withdrawing money from
a university that basically only has a limited

’I think the few alumni that spoke out about the
process were a little late in expressing their
concerns.’
Mike Travesino
SJSU alumnus

say in how the process works.
"I always thought the alumni was a group
that got together to raise money for the university and wielded influence when they needed
to," Roger Codle, a sophomore engineering
major said. "I don’t know whether (the alumni)

had any influence on the selection or not, but
I’d be hard pressed to say they didn’t have
some effect."
"I am not quite sure what all of the complaints were about. I thought the process was a
fair one. A few people made small waves in a

Escaping Ethiopia brought lasting life struggles
Ethiopian Jew discusses
emotional hardships
of ’84 Operation Moses
By Adele Gallucd
Datly staff writer

When Rikki Mullu saw three of her five sisters after a seven-year separation, she was overjoyed. But her dream was not fully realized until
a couple of years later when her parents, two
other sisters and three brothers were able to join
her in Israel.
Mullu, 27, is currently traveling throughout
the United States speaking at various campuses.
She was at SJSU Thursday to discuss the plight
of the Ethiopian Jews.
Approximately 45,000 Ethiopian Jews currently live in Israel, according to Mullu. For
thousands of years. the religious mission of the
Beta Israel in Ethiopia was to return to Israel.
Although she was insecure about her English
skills, audience members were amazed that she
picked up the language in roughly one year’s
time. Her soft-spoken voice could not conceal
hcr emotions as she told of her people’s dedication to leave war-devastated Ethiopia.
Ethiopian Jews traveled through the hot and
rugged desert of Sudan to Israel through a series
of covert and legal operations from November
1984 to May 1991. They had to cross mountains and jungles to get to Israel. Roughly 5,0(X)
Ethiopian Jews died in the desert of Sudan,
according to Mullu.
Mullu fulfilled her dream of going to Israel
when she was 13 years old. When she was
reunited with three of her sisters as a result of

Operation Moses which occurred on November
113, 1984, she was ecstatic, but worried about
the fate of those she had left behind. "What happened to my parents -- to my village?" she
wondered.
She was told that her parents were too old to
come and warned that it was too dangerous to
go back to Ethiopia to find them. She waited
one month and then headed back to Ethiopia
where she was finally reunited with her parents.
cry, kiss or
"We didn’t know what to do
hug," she said. "We did everything."
Mullu feels that this is an appropriate time to
discuss her people’s ordeal. She said that
Passover is a celebration from bondage to freedom. In doing so, she drew a parallel between
the Israelites who fled Egypt thousands of years
ago and the Ethiopian Jews who escaped
Ethiopia during Operation Solomon on May 24,
1991. Both groups fled oppressive environments
for the sake of freedom.
During Operation Solomon, more than
15,000 Ethiopian Jews were airlifted from
Ethiopia to Israel. It’s possibly the largest number of people ever airlifted to another country,
according to Margarita Kokin. a junior environmental studies major who attended the discussion.
The absorption, or assimilation, process for
Ethiopian Jews in Israel has been easy for children because they can easily adapt to new surroundings, Muth’ said. The process has been
more difficult for elderly people. Mullu said,
because everything is new to them and they
tend to be stuck in their ways.
Ethiopian Jews were considered "falasha,"
the
a stranger without his own land by
See MULLU, Back Page

big pool," SJSU alumni Pete Carter said. "If
they were really upset about the process they
should have spoken sooner and not waited until
it was too late to have an effect."
The SJSU Alumni A.ssociation was founded
by 13 people and from those original founders,
the association has grown to almost 100,000
members.
The association is a non-profit service organization that charges an annual membership
fee of $35 a year. For that price, members can
get discounts on services, merchandise, recreation and fitness activities at the Park Center
Athletic Club in downtown San Jose.
They have library privileges at Clark
Library and enjoy a 20 percent discount on
See ALUMNI, Back Page

Magazine careers to be explored
with help from local professionals
By Vihha Bansal
Daily staff writer

Mani I Snitches

Daily staff ph.ocattapher

Ricky Mullu, an Ethiopian Jew, is emabraced by
creative arts graduate, I.ucila Moran after speaking about her experiences travelling to Israel.

Writers, editors and artists from
Bay area magazines will discuss
the ins and outs of magazine
careers today at Magazine Day,
1992.
The day -long activities, sponsored by Mu Alpha Gamma, the
student magazine association at
SJSU, will feature four separate
panel discussions with staff from
publications such as West, Metro,
Sunset, Peninsula, BAM and
National Motorist.
The panelists will talk about
what it’s like working for a magazine, where to look for magazine related jobs and how much expertise
in specific subjects the magazine editors want, said Marjorie Thome. cocoordinator of the event.
The featured speaker, Bruce Brugmann, publisher and editor of the San
Francisco Bay Guardian, will give a
talk entitled "Muckraking in the
’90s:’ Thome said. He will also speak
about the media’s handling of Arthur
Ashc’s announcement that he has
AIDS. Ashe is a former Wimbledon
champion who, allegedly under pressure from the media, recently made
that announcement.
The schedule for Magazine Day is
as follows:

Bruce Brugmann
Informal Registration.
9 a.m.
Student Union Loma Prieta Room
9:30 a.m. Group Panels. Seminar on "Art Direction," Student Union
Pacheco Room, and "Careers in Magazines," Costanoan Room.
10:45 a.m. Group Panels. Seminar on "Freelancing," Pacheco Room,
and "Special Interest Publications,"
Costanoan Room.
12:15 p.m. I.uncheon in Loma
Prieta Room: $11.
Keynote address by
1:30 p.m.
Bruce Brugmann. publisher and editor
of San Francisco Bay Guardian,
Loma Priem Room.
2:15 p.m. Question -and -answer
session. Loma Prieta Room.
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EDITORIAL
Channel One gets bad
marks in high school
Current events
overshadowed
by advertising
t looks like Big Brother
has gone back to high
school. But the lessons
haven’t changed much
since "1984".

1

Tvio years ago, Whittle
Communications and the University of
Michigan launched a three-year study
with Channel One, a 12-minute
"educational" program, complete with
two full minutes of commercials, shown
to high schoolers as a way to combat
ignorance and apathy among teen-agers.
The effect, though, is hardly
educational.
After one year, researchers found that
students’ knowledge of current events
has improved only 3.3 percent, which the
report called "statistically significant but
so small as to be educationally
unimportant."
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The kids don’t remember the news,
but they do remember the ads. Surprise.
More than 10,000 schools are using
Channel One, including Overfelt High
School in San Jose, and several other San
Jose schools are considering it.
But we want to know why school kids
are being force-fed propaganda along
with ineffective news programs.
State schools Superintendent Bill
Honig and the state FTA have filed a
lawsuit that would ban Channel One
from California schools. New York and
Rhode Island have already banned the
program because they object to showing
commercials during class time.
Nancy Young, Whittle’s director of
media relations, said they are working on
making Channel One "instructional as
well as informational."
They should start by removing the
commercials, or by lifting the
requirement that the ads be shown along
with the program.
Kids already get way too much
"programming" from advertisers outside
of the classroom. They don’t need to get
it at school too, especially under the
guise of education.
Otherwise we’ll end up with an
Orwellian society of drones.

Steve Teal

Death penalty is murder;
it will not undo the crime
two a week. Executions are becoming a
full-time job.
The death penalty is calculated
murder. I stand against it because the
future of humanity makes it necessary.
As long as we sanction murder we will
not grow. We pretend that this is justice
and blind ourselves to the act of revenge
that it is. On our present come, we are
surely destined to repeat the mistakes of
those first modern societies.
Murderers were all children at one
time. At one time they played hide-andseek or tag just like the rest of us. We can
only ignore this fact for so long. At some
point we must recognize that our society
is failing to raise our children. We create
our criminals; they are not transported
from another world.
all must accept that today
Wewe killed a man. He was not
a television character or a
figure out of a Nintendo game. He was
living, breathing flesh. Some people will
cheer for the death of Harris, and I think
that is sad. What does that say about ow
society? Do we all secretly desire to kill?
We are no better than Harris. He killed
two young men and failed to feel an
ounce of remorse and today we have
returned the favor and perpetuated the
cycle of death.
In the end no one wins. The Harris
family has lost a member. They did
nothing to deserve our revenge and yet
they will spend the rest of their lives
without their relative. While this may
seem no great loss to some, it is a great
loss to his family.
The families of two young boys spent
the last 14 years with the lone goal of
seeing Harris die in California’s gas
chamber. They claim that they can get on
with their lives now that Harris is dead. If
Ilarris had been given life without parole
they could have gotten on with their lives
14 years ago. Tomorrow they will wake
up and Harris will be dead, their boys
will still be dead, and as a society we will
be no better off Today we all lost.
Steve Teal is a senior majoring in
economics.

NEWS Room 924-3280
FAX 924-3282
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CAMPUS VIEWPOINT

overcome with waves of
Tam
emptiness. It’s not something trivial
like grades or money, but rather I
feel like I killed someone today and
tor that lam sad. Today is April 21,
1992. Robert Alton Harris, or Robbie as
his sister called him, is dead.
Today the state of California got back
into the execution business. It had been
25 years since we had last taken a human
life in a futile act of revenge.
With Harris’ execution, a few lines
have been crossed and several precedents
have been set. The Supreme Court of the
United States has decided to put limits on
habeas corpus. The Supreme Court is in
essence saying that they no longer have
the time to rule on such an important
issue as whether a man should live or die.
While the lengthy appeal process is
annoying to those Americans who seek
blood, it is reassuring to those of us who
do not wish to accidentally be killed for
something we did ROC do.
Robert Harris is not a nice guy. I
would not want to live next door to him
or even in the same city for that matter.
lie killed two boys in the prime of Weir
youth and for that, he should be held
accountable. It is clear that a lifetime stay
in a prison would serve the same purpose
as death.
Ironically today, Charles Manson
came up for parole and was summarily
denied freedom. Manson is one of the
most notorious criminals in this state’s
history. He is adequately controlled and
presents no threat to society.
State-sanctioned murder is not the
answer in any other industrialized society
in the world, except for South Africa. As
a society that likes to posture itself as the
model for the world, we are a sorry
excuse. We thirst for wars, we cheer for
them like sporting contests. We relish the
death of Robert Harris, it gives us cause
to celebrate.
Each day that passes, we become
more violent. We begin to look more and
more like early Greek and Roman
societies. We are not far from multiple
executions: The state of Texas has plans
to kill eight more this month alone; that’s
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Jack Haddad
CAMPUS VIEWPOINT
Murderers shouldforfeit their own lives
Irecently attended a conference debate
about capital punishment in
Sacramento, sponsored by the CSU,
Sacramento Debate Team and the
ACLU. After six hours of hearing both the
pros and cons, everyone left the
conference room feeling that both sides of
the death penalty were clouded with
misconceptions.
The entire issue focused on the fact
that capital punishment was excessive for
the violation of justice and moral unity
created by inhumane, vile and brutal
crimes, and that there are alternatives
severe enough lobe proportional. The
ACLU suggested life imprisonment
without the possibility of parole or
prolonged periods of incarceration.
Give me a break! To insist that the
murderer has the same right to live as his
victim, blurs moral distinctions and
recognizes only physical equalities.
Human life is cheapened when
murderers, instead of being executed, are
imprisoned as pickpockets are. If
rehabilitation was our aim, most
murderers could be released. Quite often
they are rehabilitated by the very murder
they committed. It is not enough to
proclaim human life inviolable. Therefore,

innocent life is best secured by telling
those who would take it that they will
forfeit their own life. The man with the
lifeblood of another upon his hands is a
menace to the life of every citizen. He
should be removed from society for the
sake of society, but only provided that it is
a permanent removal.
Whenever I argue this with friends of
opposite views, they say that I do not have
enough regard for that most marvelous of
miracles
human life. Just the opposite:
It is because I have so much regard for
human life that I favor capital punishment.
Murder is the most terrible crime there is.
Anything less than the death penalty is an
insult to the victim and society. It says, in
effect, that we do not value the victim’s
life enough to punish the killer fully.
It is true that killing the slayer will not
bring back life to the victim, but capital
punishment is not inflicted upon any
theory of relationship to the victim, except
to consider that the victim was a part of
society, and in wronging the individual,
society itself has been assaulted.
At the conference, one opponent of the
death penalty said, "Capital punishment
will not deter crime because it is a fact
that a large percentage of murders are

committed in the heat of passion, when
the murderer is not in a position to
reason..." There are also some who
deliberately kill but the knowledge that
they will be caught and punished does not
deter them, he added.
problem with this argument is
The
that capital punishment has never
been given a fair trial in this
country over a sufficient number of cases
to justify the assumption that it is not a
deterrent to murder. I would like to see the
infliction of the death penalty upon all
deliberate murderers tried out in every
state for a sufficient period of time to
demonstrate whether it is the most
effective means of checking the slaughter
of innocent, peaceful and law-abiding
citizens.
In the final analysis, when the life of an
individual is unjustly taken by another
individual, the horror of the community
for such an act cannot be proportionately
manifested except as the community
surmounts sentiment and exacts the life of
the killer in payment. To that end, I
believe that the penalty for murder should
be death.
Jack Haddad is a senior majoring in
nutrition and food science.

WORLD ON MY
Angela Hill
SHOULDER PADS
The pen is mightier than the metaphor
kidding along with heavy
footsteps and awkward motion,
the ogre often overbears his
P master.
Ile starts out timidly, green eyes cast
down, imperceptibly stretching his
constraints, pushing his limits,
strengthening his muscles until he, the
metaphor monster, takes over the story,
trampling the writer underfoot in a lusty
quest for power.
The author is stunned, helpless.
She drops her pen and steps back,
resigned to the role of observer as the ogre
spends his energies, gnashing grammatical
structures and flattening artistic prose.
It happens all the time. Walking the
edge of the precipice eloquence on the
solid ground, gaudiness just over the edge
the writer sometimes falls, plummeting

into the ogre’s garish grasp.
The story is no longer the writer’s own.
She watches.
As the arrogant metaphor overturns
tables of creativity, he flails his antis
wildly and glares out at the reader.
Little similes dance around the ogre’s
head like silly moths about a flame. They
seem out of place, so fragile and delicate
next to the stolid and cumbersome like
a ballerina with grace like a jonquil
drifting by an elephant that moves like a
large boulder in the mud.
The similes flit toward the ogre, but are
pushed hack by his steamy breath of foulsmelling, hard-hitting, annoying, abusive,
defiant but smooth, clever, pithy and
steadily-flowing adjectives.
He slouches and must rest after his
tirade. Although already absolutely
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amenable to apathy, he arouses about all
his animal abilities for an average amount
of alliteration.
A wave of hope swells inside the
writer. Perhaps she can take advantage of
his lapse of strength and retrieve her
command.
With a firm grasp of the pen, she forges
forth, shackling the monster with common
sense and temperance, bringing the
similes into captivity like butterflies in a
net, blowing away the long-winded
adjectives and eagerly erasing the
excessive alliteration until at long last she
finds the right path.
She writes a simple sentence.
Angela Hill is the Daily executive editor.
Her column appears on Mondays.
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Harris’ family
not allowed
to claim body
for two days
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
family of Robert Alton Harris was
unable to claim his body for two days
after his execution until the monurary
received permission from San
Quentin officials.
Frustrated by the delay, the American Civil Liberties Union threatened a
lawsuit on behalf of the family on
Thursday.
The body was turned over to the
family on Thursday, two days after
Harris was executed in the gas chamber. The body was moved to Pacific
Interment Service in San Francisco
for cremation.
A memorial service for Harris was
scheduled today in San Francisco.
Mount Tamalpais Mortuary manager Betty Nelson said her contract
with San Quentin prohibited her from
turning over the body until she
recieved the go-ahead from prison
officials.
Prison officials blamed the family
for the delay for not presenting the
necessary paperwork.

Shooting on
Indiana campus
leaves two dead
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP)
A gunman killed a woman and
seriously injured a man at Indiana
University’s graduate dormitory
before turning the gun on himself,
officials said.
The shootings happened about
8 p.m. Thursday on the 14th floor
of Eigenmann Hall, a dormitory
that houses about 1,400 graduate
and international students, university spokeswoman DeAnna Hines
said.
The woman died at the scene
from a gunshot wound to the head,
Hines said.
The gunman was found in the
yard of house two blocks from the
dormitory, dead of a self-inflicted
gunshot wound, said Bloomington
police.
The male victim, a 31 -year-old
graduate student, sustained a gunshot wound to the groin.
He was in critical condition
Way following surgery, a Bloomington Hospital spokeswoman
said.
Police said the motive may
have been a lover’s triangle.
It was not immediately known
if the woman and the gunman

SAN ANTONIO (AP)
An
upset bank customer was arrested
after he stripped off his clothes and
quacked like a duck when his loan
application was denied.
"It was a first for us," Bank One
spokeswoman Diane Vaughan said.
The unidentified 40-year-old man
was seated naked in a vice president’s
office in the loan department when
police arrived Thursday. Authorities
said he replied with duck quacks
when he was questioned by police.
After his arrest, police said he
caused $1,000 damage to a police
vehicle by butting his head into a
window frame and kicking a door.
Magistrate Gabe Quintanilla
ordered the man held for psychiatric
evaluation.
Bank One officials would not disclose why the man’s loan was rejected.

SJSU WING CHUN
ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 7 p m 9
put, Women’s Gym Patio Area. call
249-8573.

MESDR28
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Life After College, 7 p.m , S.U.
Costanoan Rm., call 295-5360.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation,
1:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Rm., call
924-6033.
MACINTOSH USER CLUB:
Meeting, 6:30 p.m.. DBH 202, caU
924-3259.
MARKETING CLUB: s.J.
Convention and Visitor’s Bureau
Mariann Holt, 3:30 p.m.,
President
ENG 331, call 243-3497.

(Al’) Important lessons emerged
from the dense, emotional legal thicket
known as the McMartin Pre -School
molestation case, and investigators in
the Little Rascals sexual abuse case
learned them well.
The result: two similar cases, both
involving hundreds of charges of child
sexual abuse, many victims and many
but very different outdefendants
comes.
"We have just learned a great deal
from what was done in McMartin
prosecution, investigation, interviewing and I think the verdict in this
case reflects that," said Theresa Reid,
executive director of the American
Professional Society on the Abuse of
Children, a 2,500-member group
formed in 1987 to educate and train
professionals in the latest techniques
for dealing with child abuse.
The investigation into sexual abuse
allegations at the Little Rascals Day
Care Center in Edenton, N.C., began
three years and three months ago. The
$1.2 million trial of Robert E Kelly Jr.
lasted nine months and ended in a conviction Wednesday.
Kelly, the first of seven defendants,
was found guilty of 99 of 100 sex
abuse charges involving 12 children,
ages 4 to 7. He was sentenced to 12
consecutive life terms.
McMartin began in the summer of
1983 with a mother’s call to a Manhattan Beach, Calif., police detective with
suspicions that her 2-year-old son had
been molested. It ended seven years
and $13.5 million later, with two
acquittals and charges dropped against
five defendants before trial. It was the
longest, most expensive criminal prosecution in U.S. history.
"One of the lessons we learned
from McMartin is when we ask people
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to do investigative interviews, they
need to be trained in that, to know
what to expect and what we need, and
how best to gather that information,"
said Patricia Toth, director of the
Alexandria, Va.-based National Center
for the Prosecution of Child Abuse.
As in the McMartin case, several
defense psychologists testified that
adults could have planted ideas in the
children’s minds.
McMartin jurors believed that. But
a Little Rascals juror, Dennis Ray, said
after the verdict that they believed the
12 children who testified against Kelly.
"This is the science that really has
been evolving over the last several
years," said Anne Cohn Donnelly,
executive director of the National
Committee for Prevention of Child
Abuse.
"That there are ways to ask children questions that everyone would
agree are not leading, and are not
brainwashing, but are a way to get
children to talk about what happened
to them."
The judicial system has changed
since McMartin in ways that make it
easier to respond effectively to child
sexual abuse cases, advocates say.
"Not only are we better at interviewing children, but we’re better able
to preserve a whole range of evidence," said Deborah Daro, the
national committee’s research director.
"So people are going to court with not
just one word against another."
Changes include new laws, better
investigative methods and improved
court procedures and coordination of
different agencies involved, Toth said.
"Both McMartin and this case were
very complicated. I think we learned
from McMartin that the best response
to a case like this is .., to have a crisis

0S -MAJORS
Mentor Program

Cardinet-Hughes-Clayton is offering career
graduates
business
for
opportunities
interested in sales and marketing.
Participate in a Sales or Marketing Mentor
Program and get first-hand experience from
professionals in the field, while earning a
salary plus commission.
Cardinet-Hughes-Clayton also offers a wide
variety of financial products and services to
business owners and professionals.

FOR MORE INFO, CALL Teresa 998-1600 OR SEND RESUME TO:
CardInct Hughes Clayton 99 Almaden Blvd., Suite 555 San Jose, CA 95113

OFFICERS’

TRAINING

children, while also safeguarding the
evidence so you could present it in a
defensible way in the courtroom," she

0-13NES6 ENTREE
(810 CHOOSE FROM)
We have great fasting sandwiches too.
BBQ
’Chickenari
an
V
_
*And More

THE FAMILY JEWELS
A SANDY IRISH CHURCH
UNDERCUT FROM BELOW
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT SCATTERED
THE OTTOMAN REMAINS STILL GLOW

Lee’s Sandwiches
264 E. Santa Clara St. (Next to Lucky’s)
280-0322

Dedicated to my grandfather Joseph Chester
Rime (Kune and Bonebrake, IC t K,
photographers, Akron ) A pioneer in color
photography, he bought his wife Margaret
"Peg" C Martin (a high school classmate of
John S Knight of Knight Ridder) a Willys
Knight (whose monesake W1 Willy died
with Joseph Patrick Kennedy, Jr in 1944
(Joe Jr ’s sister Rd’s husband William,
Marquess of Hartington, alsoin 1944 (Kick
died in ’48 there’s a fine photo of the 3
from the wedding in the NY Times ))) He
died of alcoholism in 1944 (2/2) leaving 3
children Joseph, Janet and William (of
DePere, WI and salesman for Employers’
Insurance of Wausau (dec’d ’86 ))
Also, to WE Wright (son of Christina
Eichenbergei,) who helped his brother C
Nelson, who had been selling tools from the
trunk of his car, found the Wright Tool &
Forge Co in Barberton, OH in 1927 WE
was found dead in the backseat of his car by
the chauffer on the return trip to the office
from lunch on 11/18/29 His obituary in
the Akron Beacon Journal, a very interesting
piece, appeared on page 1 beneath the
headlines, "Announce Wright Services Are to
be Held at Home, Rev Stephen E Keeler
May Come from Chicago to Officiate at
Rites, Name C of C Committee," and
included a eulogy from Harvey Firestone,
one of WE ’s Florida neighbors, as well as
an account of the death (The day’s overall
headline in the Beacon Journal, a Knight
Ridder paper, was, "Railroads Speed Up
Building," pertaining to a Si billion
programI Nelson, whose only child Richard
B was born 10/16/28, died Easter
Sunday, 1972

Indoor & Outdoor Seating Available
Sun-Thurs.7a.m.-10p.m. Fri.& Sat. 7a.m.-Midnight
coupon expires 5/1/9’2

Bike Fest ’92
Tuesday, April 28th
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
San Carlos St.
(between 4th & 7th)

CORPS

Free giveaways,
bike maintenance tips,
and more...

SJSI11.K.
Bicycling Club

Special Lecture;
Preventing & Treating
Bicycle Injuries
Noon to 1 p.m.
100 Sweeney Hall

Performance

ROAfP

Bring Your Bike!
Traumattc Bram and
Sputa! Cord Injury Protect

BELL

,r

r.

Please see my ads in the 7/20/90
Oakland Tribune (p.11); 3/24/91 SF
Chronicle/Examiner (Datebook, p 60),
3/31/91 Boston Globe (p 26); 9/6/91
Cleveland Plain Dealer (Friday’, p 18),
11/22/91 Dallas Morning News (p A13),
12/27/91 N.Y.Times (p Al S), 2/14/92
Times of London (p 9) Always remember
Alice Cooper’s "Billion Dollar Babies," and
watch out for spiders!

said.
"What we see in North Carolina is,
people have learned those lessons."
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Rikewatch
Volunteer Patrol

PALO A LTO
BICYCLES

B.415410:111,1

Impact Bicycles
and Sportswear

tRTHOPEDIC & SPUR I"
PHYSICAL THEKAPN

ACTION

(114111s1A\

Richard Bruce Wright, II
b 8/31/60,c 9 am, Akron
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CI AYR )1\I
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RESERVE

intervention plan set up before the case
even comes along," she said.
McMartin took place at a time
when there was little insight into
investigating sexual abuse allegations
involving many victims, Donnelly
said.
’That was really the first big public
case like that, and there really wasn’t a
lot of knowledge about how to do an
adequate investigation and safeguard
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Sponanred bys
Student Health Service
Associated Students

Club Day Spring ’92
The Associated Stud

ts Inte

Co ncil

in the Associated Students
Inter-Organization Council Club Day ’92 on
April 29, 1992, the Associated Students will
give your club/organization $50. All you
have to do is send a representative to the
IOC meeting on Monday, April 27, 1992 at
2:30 in the Student Union Montalvo Room.

For participating

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for Army ROTC summer leadership
training. You’ll develop confidence and decisiveness
essenttal for success. And you’ll qualify to earn officer
lentlaLT while completing college.
Find out more, Contact Major Mark Backer,
MacQuarrhe Hall, Room 308, 924-2925.

C2C3ULDN’T le-C3Ult CLUB USE $ 50?

lattrIntro

Recycle
the Daily

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
Bike Fest ’92, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m., San
Carlos St. (between 4th and 7th):
"Preventing and Treating Bicycle
Injuries," noon - 1 p.m., Sil 100, call
924-6119.

ORDER OF OMEGA: "Silence," 7
p.m., S.U. Guadalupe kin;
"Confrontation 101", 8 p.m., S.U.
Ballroom, call 298-6230.
PRE-LAW ASSOC.: Federal Court
Judge James Ware, 4:30 - 6:30
S.U. Costanoan Rm , call 438-7586
SPARTAN PAINTRALL CLUB:
Schedule practice - Store Wars, 7
pus. 11(;11 118, call 225-0959.

Lessons learned from McMartin molestation case

were students.

Man quacks
his way to jail

PHONE: 924-3280
FAx: 924-3282

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SISD students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: S p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.

ARTS WEEK COMMITTEE:
Arts week, all day, Art Quad, call 2862640.
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES:
Summer SpartAerobic sign ups, 8:30
p.m. - 4:30 p.m., AS. Business Office,
call 924-5960.
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Magazine
Day, 9 a.m. - 2:30 (Lunch - 12:15,
Keynote speech 1:15), SU Loma Prieta,
Costanoan and Pacheco rooms, call
(415)961-9630.
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Mutual

ARMY ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAN TAKE.

%.s. Inter-Organization Council

For more information on
Associated Students, IOC or Club
Day contact Miguel Avila at 9246240 or come by the Associated
Students Government Office on
the 3rd Floor of the Student I Won
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SPORTS
Nixon returns to Braves SJSU English professor tours
after 60-day suspension Europe
sees world on wheels
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Freefall
fanatic flies
faithfully
Because I jump out of
planes for fun, people
think I must be warped. I
suppose it’s possible.
It seems so wrong, to plunge
toward the ground at 120 mph and
actually enjoy it.
It’s hard to describe skydiving to
someone who’s never done it.
It’s an addiction. I need that
adrenaline rush.
Try to understand the feeling of
freedom that comes over you when
you leave the relative safety of a
plane to experience your own
body’s style of flight.
Then your parachute opens and
you say a little prayer of thanks
even though you thought you were
an atheist.
And you make your canopy spin
until the blood rushing to your feet
makes them ache, and you feel like
you’re going to puke, but you still
don’t let up.
Hey, I know how to have a good
time.
I had the pleasure of converting
three people to skydiving over
spring break.
"I can’t stop thinking about it,"
my girlfriend told me.
It’s not going to stop, I told her.
After spending thousands of dollars
on my 41 jumps and all my own
skydiving equipment, I should
know the feeling doesn’t fade away.
My mother stopped me on my
way to the drop zone one morning.
"Do you have to go?" she asked.
The woman is not thrilled with my
little habit.
I looked at her and said yes, and
I was amused to discover that I
wasn’t exaggerating. It is something
I feel compelled to do.
Like a spawning salmon, I have
this unexplainable drive to go to the
parachute center and leap out into
nothingness.
Ithink back to one of my favorite
jumps when I realized just how
much I loved the sport. The
setting sun was blazing streams of
white light from behind a layer of
gray clouds. I took a moment to
stare at it knowing the sun had
already faded for those on the
ground.
My two companions were
suspended in front of me, waiting
for me to continue our game.
Before I did, 1 took a second to
marvel in the fact that I could.
I was almost overwhelmed with
a sense of elation and control. The
realization that 1 was flying hit me
all at once. I made a conscious
effort to savor that moment, to
never forget how intense, how
absurdly amusing life can be.
I straightened my legs and joined
hands with my friends, laughing at
their flapping cheeks.
I realize skydivers understand
this feeling, that when a magical,
fleeting moment happens, you grab
and preserve it.
I finally received a skydiving Tshirt I had ordered, one that
glorifies the death factor of
skydiving.
It shows a picture of an altimeter
down to 400 feet, an altitude that in
freefall is not conducive to good
health.
Below it is a Surgeon General’s
warning saying "hesitation while
skydiving can result in serious
injury or death."
I received this the day after 16
skydivers died in Penis, Calif.
when their plane crashed shortly
after take off.
Suddenly the cocky slogan
plastered across the front didn’t
seem so funny anymore. I felt guilty
for having a sick sense of humor.
I thought about the jumpers who
died, and realized they would’ve
understood.
You simply can’t hurl yourself
out of a plane without having a
warped side to your personality.
Let’s face it, they all would’ve
loved my shirt.
Though skydiving sometimes
results in death, it is a
celebration of life. Skydivers
know you need to feel as much as
you can, while you can.
I am just sorry they died before
that one last jump.
Christal Niederer is a Daily staff
writer
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ATLANTA (AP) Otis Nixon
returned to the Atlanta Braves lineup
Friday after completing his 60-day
suspension for using cocaine.
"Seeing how the team is playing
right now, a spark of any type could
trigger this club," Nixon said.
"Whether it’s me or whatever. As
far as me coming back, I hope it’s a
spark. I’m happy to be back."
Nixon, who missed the final three
weeks of last season, the playoffs
and the World Series, batted leadoff
and played center field, with hot-hitting Delon Sanders starting in right
and batting No. 2.
Nixon provided a bit of a spark in
the third inning when he stole second after reaching base on an infield
error, then scored on Terry Pendleton’s soft single to left.
Ile had received a brief standing
ovation before grounding out in his
first at-bat off Houston Astros righthander Darryl Kile.
"I’ve been waiting for this,"
Nixon said. "I’ve worked hard to get

back to the point I’m at.
There have been so many meetings, so many workouts. It’s time to
play again"
"To make room, the struggling
Braves who began Friday last in
the NL West with a 6-10 record
optioned first baseman-catcher Francisco Cabrera to Richmond of the
International League.
Nixon was leading the majors
with 72 stolen bases and was hitting
a career-high .297 when his suspension was announced by commissioner Fay Vincent.
"It seems like forever," Nixon
said. "I made a mistake. I’ve made a
lot of mistakes."
He said he hasn’t felt the urge to
take cocaine again.
He was with the Braves during
spring training, working in center
field after playing in left last year.
"Otis has handled this whole
matter in what I think is the best way
anyone could," Braves manager
Bobby Cox said.

Spring in the Sierras
Now that the ski season is ending,
what is there for skiers to do in the
Tahoe area?
Of course, for those who just can’t
get enough skiing in, Alpine Meadows
and Squaw Valley will have their
slopes open until Memorial Day. Kirkwood says they will stay open until
May 17, and Boreal ski area will close
on May 3.
But some skiers have had it for the
season, and have decided to put up
their skis for the season in lieu of summer time activities. So what can they
do in this spring?
During spring break, the temperature at South Shore was a mild 65
degrees. All the snow had melted in
town and some crazy wata.:.:,..s were
already beginning to ski the lake.
Other visitors in the Tahoe area were
suntanning themselves on the beach,
and at least three of them were actually swimming in the frigid waters.
Other "tourists" in the area had
begun mountain biking in the area on
lower elevation trails, and some had
even started backpacking treks in the
Desolation Wilderness Area off I ughway 50.
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Northstar-at-Tahoe, which closed
its ski slopes on April 5, will be opening its 18-hole golf course on May 1.
From that time until June 26 (when its
"summer" season begins), golfers can
get a two-night lodging package that
includes two days of unlimited golf
course use with a cart and the use of
the area’s tennis courts for $159.
Campers who do decide to go up
to the Sierra this early in the season
are warned, however, that temperatures can still get quite cold in the
evening hours. It is not uncommon for
it to be 65 or 70 degrees at noon and
20 to 30 degrees at night. Therefore,
remember to pack warm clothes when
going camping in the spring. For
information on what camp grounds
are going to be open on a particular
weekend, call the forest service at
(916) 573-2600.

COPIES

By SmIta Patel
Duly staff vmter
While most people spent their summer vacations working or relaxing,
English professor George Grant
packed up his bicycle and flew to
Europe for the grand tour.
Grant, who has taught at SJSU
since 1968, estimates he covered 600
miles on his last trip which took him to
Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Berlin
and Austria.
The trip took seven months, during
which the itinerant professor slept in
campgrounds or at the homes of people he met on the journey.
"It’s a wonderful way to see a
county," he said. "You save money by
going to campgrounds so you can have
really good meals." Grant made the
journey on a 21 -speed Cannondale
bike with an aluminum frame.
Grant said the bike is made to carry
heavy loads over steep grades, which
is ideal since he carries all his luggage
with him.
He packs a tent, stove and his
clothes. He also carries a white shirt,
dark slacks and a tie so he can go to
restaurants and operas.
"I stopped whenever they had a
museum, or opera or something," he
said. "In England they call us culture
vultures." Grant started biking when
he found it to be a viable alternative to
driving to SJSU in all the traffic.
"Basically I could get here as fast
on bicycle," said Grant who lived in
Santa Clara at the time.
Grant, who with his light-brown
hair and blue eyes in a face unweathered despite his travels, looks youthful
for his 53 years. He lives in Santa Cruz
now, too far to bike to school, but he
still tries to bike at least 20 to 30 miles
a week.
"I can’t bike as much as I would
like to I just don’t have the time"
he said.
Grant made his first trip in 1982
with his son Dirnitri when they tray -

Nelson
Persorm6 ServIces

elled to the Scottish Highlands in bus stop for two hours. "Just in a matsearch of Scotch, their roots and the ter of time there were inches of water
Loch Ness Monster.
pouring over the road," said Grant.
Ile said he
Grant, who
speaks Russian,
spent the time
reading and helpFrench, German
a
little
and
ing motorists push
Czechoslovakian,
their stalled cars.
then led seven
Grant said one
students on a
of his best experiShakespeare-onences was when
George Grant he met a couple in
wheels course
SJSU
English
professor
across England.
Austria
During the
The man, who
three-week trip,
had made his own
which he dubbed "The Bard and the bike, invited him to stay the night at
Bicycle," students saw fifteen plays, his home, where Grant said he pitched
and travelled from Oxford, to Strat- his tent in their backyard.
ford, to Cambridge and London.
Grant’s enthusiasm for his journey
Grant has dealt with all types of was evident in the smile that lit up his
weather on his trips including rain and face during his reminiscences.
snow in the mountains. On one occa"You get on the bike and you’re in
sion he was caught in a sudden heavy a different world, completely indepenrainfall, and he had to seek shelter in a dent and self-reliant," he said.

’You get on the
bike and you’re in
a different world.’
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MONEY FOR
COLLEGE
EDUCATIONAL GROUP
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR INFORMATION:
Kent H. !Werner. President
1199 Forest Ave. Suite 187
Pacific Grove. CA 93980
0 9 4

1072 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road
Suite A-103
Call (408) 252-4300

COURT REPORTING
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION

FURTHER YOUR EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL CAREER
EXCELLENT SALARY HIGH DEMAND
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

Work at Top Silicon
Valley Companies in
the following fields:

San Jose
408-287-5100

General Office.F1knig, Typing
Nrs ErsryMpha, NUIINT. ReceprionbeNultaines
Sluppingliecrivtne Techneal
1-2 yrs. exp. req. /No F,. 1140$) 24144450

1155N 1st

FINANCIAL AID (IF QUALIFIED)

TRINITY
COURT REPORTING COLLEGE

Son Francisco
415-541-7777
620 Folsom Street

Order of Omega
presents

SJSU Greek Week \
midnight to 6 a.m. self-serve copies

April 27th - May 1st

kinkois.

the copy center
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Banner Contest 10:00 am-6:00pm
Team Dinner

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

295-4336
93 E. San Carlos St. at Third St.
ACROSS FROM McDONALD’S

ISN’T IT TIME

I Tuesday, April 28th
I Wednesday, April 29th

Team Community Service Day

Guest speaker, Dr. Ron Taylor,
"Confrontation 101" 8pm
’Student Union Ball Room,

Faculty Ice Cream Social 3:00 -4:30pm
*Student Union
Volleyball Tournament 5:00 - 7:00pm
Quirks Meadow

I Thursday, April 30th

a
-1441111:
IrCOU TRIED

Airband Show 7:00pm
*Morris Daily Auditorium

Greek Olympics 12:00 - 4:00pm

I Friday, May 1st

*Aquatics Center & Quirks Meadow

A.1Tr cirt s
With over 22 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
campus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way
Why not give it a try?
To get started call 924-5467, or visit us in WSQ 115.
You’ll be glad you did.

Altrans

Your alternative transportation solution
g4.1.1ty
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San Jose State

SEE COUPON
BELOW!

RESERVED
uRE S ALL RiGaTS
NL4. visIONs MCI

HOLD ON! DON
JOHNSON AND MICKEY
ROURKE ARE TAKING
YOU FOR A RIDE

THRILLER ABOUT
PSYCHOLOGICAL
TAUT
AND MURDER
SEDUCTION, INNOCENCE

ROVER DANGERFIELD

LIFE STINKS

MUSiC-iP1U5
RENT 1 GET 1 FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE
LIMITS. FREE Video Rental Good For One
Tape For I Day One Coupon Per
Transaction Cannot Be Combined With
Any Other Coupon Or Offer Not
Redeemable For Cash Standard Rental
Policies Apply OFFER GOOD AT
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA STORES ONLY

Offer Expires 5/6/92

HUMOROUSLY HANDLES
BROOKS
MEL
BEING HOMELESS
THE PERILS OF

Only at
ASK FOR YOUR
EXCLUSIVE
MUSIC PLUS
DISCOUNT BUTTON
FOR AUDIO DISCOUNTS
THROUGHOUT
THE STORE
(SEE STORE FOR DETAILS)

1 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1!1 1 1 1
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RODNEY DANGERFIELD
FROM LAS VEGAS IN PLAYS A DOG
ANIMATED MUSICAL THIS FUNNY
ADVENTURE

5

0

ALL
COUNTRY
MUSIC
$1

OFF

See Store For Details

SANTA CLARA
SAN JOSE
CUPERTINO
CONCORD
SAN JOSE
Stevens Creek Blvd.
3785
Ave.
Blvd.
Prospect
Creek
5255
1851
Stevens
Sutter
Expressway
St.
20600
5353 Almaden
985-0461
(408)
255-1660
(408)
446-2850
(408)
685-0150
723-4130
(510)
(408)
92 STORES TO SERVE YOU. STORES OPEN 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M. SUN THRU THURS., 10 A.M. TO 11 P.M. FRI. & SAT.
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So. California
quake shakes
nuclear dump
LAS VEGAS (AP) An earthquake that shook California last week
also sent tremors through the site of
the proposed high-level nuclear dump
at Yucca Mountain.
Department of Energy officials said
the quake briefly raised the water table
a few inches in at least one well at the
mountain.
Project manager Carl Gertz said,
however, that water would have to rise
700 to 1,200 feet inside the mountain
to get to the area where the proposed
dump would be.
"Four to five inches is different than
900 feet," Gertz said.
Gertz said the earthquake sent
recordings for the most sensitive
designed to
instruments those
off their
detect micro-earthquakes
scales briefly.
He said IX)E scientists were poring
over data from wells and 52 seismic
recording stations that form a network
around Yucca Mountain, a hundred
miles northwest of Las Vegas.
Jerry Szymanski, a geologist who
works on the project, has theorized
that earthquakes on one of the 32
faults near the mountain could trigger
the water table to rise to where it could
corrode high-level nuclear waste canisters on the floor of the dump and carry
off their radioactive ingredients.
Szymanski’s theory, which was
rejected earlier this month by a 17 member National Academy of Sciences panel, is that water would keep
going up and down from the earthquakes and that one particularly strong
one could send it to the storage areas.
Clarence Allen, a geologist at the
California Institute of Technology and
a member of the U.S. Nuclear Waste
Technical Review Board, said the
quake "will add to the body of knowledge" but will have no direct relevance
to Yucca Mountain.
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JUST HOPPING ALONG

e’uric
Loma Vista Elementary School children hop in a sack race
on Tower Lawn on Wednesday. The kids were visiting SJSU

y st

otogra er

for Earth Day activities and were being entertained by
SJSU’s recreation and leisure students.

Lunch for mothers whose children had AIDS evokes anger, sadness
women who have
lost children to
AIDS.

Constance Leigh told everyone
how her son took her to dinner on
Mother’s Day when be was 5.

As its first campaign, the group
plans to flood the
White House and
next
Congress
month with Moth er’s Day cards urging politicians to put
AIDS at the top of the nation’s agenda

It was a luncheon of 100 proud
mothers, black and white, rich and
pow, who gathered to brag about their
hildren.
But these were a special group of
women those who had lost their
children to AIDS. They needed to talk.
"We’re all hurting," Fay said. "My
kids used to say, ’Mom, you’re a nag.’
Well I am a nag. I didn’t want my children to get hurt. I didn’t want to lose a
MM."

Thursday’s luncheon was held by
"Mothers’ Voices," a nationwide group
formed six months ago to support

a’s Day.

AIDS.

BOSTON (AP) Nannette Fay
bragged about the jewelry store her
son had started by the time be was 17.

’I am angry. This is our government’s
fault. I didn’t have to lose a son.’

"I am angry," Fay said. "This is our
government’s fault. I didn’t have to
lose a son."
Fay, who lives in Natick, said her
son already was running his own rare
coin business at age 15.
By 17, he had opened a jewelry
store in Stoughton, and by 18 he had
another in Dedham.

Nannette Fay
Lost her son to AIDS

He also got his pilot’s license while
still a teen-ager, and once asked her to
take a ride with him in a small plane.
"I thought, ’Am I crazy?" she
recalled.
"But I loved this boy so much, I’d
never do anything to show him I didn’t
have faith in him."
Fay knew her son was gay.
But he didn’t tell her until a few
months before he died that he had

"He didn’t
want me to
treat him any
differently, to
like
a
act
mom:’

Steven
became paralyzed in the last
months of his
life, and could communicate only by
directing a flashlight at a board with
letters.
Fay was always there at his bedside, reading his messages, holding his
hand. He died in December stage 27.
Leigh remembered her son, Todd,
as a precocious child.
At 5, he asked how much it would
cost to take her out to dinner for Moth-

She told him about $20.
So Todd took the money out of his
savings and the two went to a restaurant, where she lifted him so he could
see the maitre d’.
Three years ago, Leigh watched as
Todd, who also was gay, graduated Phi
Beta Kappa and summa cum laude
from Hunter College with a psychology degree.
He had planned to get his doctorate
when the discos". struck.
He died a year later, at 30.

HURLBURT FIELD, Fla. (AP) secret clearances.
Personnel from all military branchWhile an instructor has students’
attention at a firearms range, a couple es and some civilian agencies, includof men who had been working with a ing the Central Intelligence Agency,
shovel and rake off to the side drop Secret Service and State Department,
attend the school.
their tools.
Suddenly, they pull automatic
Most are headed overseas and
weapons from a wheelbarrow and many will be working with foreign
shoot up several dummies seated nationals, said Col. Michael Flynt, the
around tables at a mockup of a side- school’s commandant.
walk cafe.
In addition to the cafe massacre, the
The ambush is over before many in terrorism course features demonstrathe Dynamics of International Terror- lions of guns, explosives and methods
ism course realize what has happened. favored by terrorists.
The bullets were real and so was
They are attention-getters to make
the message: Next time it could be sure students take to heart the survival
YOU.
instructions.
"You’ve got to accept the fact you
"Terrorists like soft targets," Gilbert
are a potential target," says Maj. Gail said. "We teach them to be hard tarGilbert, anti -terrorism chief at the Air gets."
Force Special Operations School.
The primary lesson is to be unpreThe mock massacre, a re-enactment dictable, she said. Students are urged
of a terrorist attack that killed several to avoid getting into a routine and take
11.S. Marines and civilians in El Sal- such steps as changing daily travel
vador, is one of the more dramatic routes and times.
lessons taught at the school, which
Capt. Thom Connell also has a way
marked its 25th year April 15.
of getting the attention of people in his
A faculty reunion to formally celecros.s-cultural communications course.
brate the anniversary is set for May I.
The school started at this Florida
Some students are secretly assigned
Panhandle base during the Vietnam to act out fictional cultures with disWar with a single course to prepare Air tinctive gestures and phrases that may
lice personnel for duty in Southeast sound like off-color comments in
Asia.
English.
It now offers 13 courses. Among
"To the North American in the
them are orientation courses on other
audience ... they are hearing something
cultures.
entirely different," Connell said.
Other subjects include cross-cultural communications, revolutionary war"We have seen people almost go to
fare, psychological operations, and cri- tears in frustration because they don’t
sis response management.
know what’s happening."
Before and during the Persian Gulf
"It serves as a lesson that culture
War last year, the school made special
presentations here and at other bases to shock is very real and, unless you are
prepared for it, it is often debilitating."
about 10,0(X) military personnel heading to the Middle East.
The school’s 44 -member staff is
About 100,000 men and women supplemented by dozens of guest
from all services also saw videos the speakers, including former ambasschool produced on the Gulf crisis and sadors, college professors and military
Middle East culture.
experts.
Regular courses range from three to
Retired Army Maj. Gen. James
10 working days and class size from a
few to more than 100. Some courses Dozier, who was held hostage by Italdealing with military planning are lim- ian terrorists, is a frequent speaker for
ited to top-ranking officers with top - the terrorism course.

The Naval Special Warfare Center
at Coronado, Calif., provides diving
training and the Army’s John F.
Kennedy Special Warfare Center and
School at Fort Bragg, NC, is for
parachute training.

"I would have made a deal with the
devil. I would have gladly died in his
place."

iNthiUS

CHINESE CUISINE- FOOD TO GO
OPEN DAILY
11:30-9:00 P.M.

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
*Box Lunches To Go
Lunch & Dinner
-Catering Available

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 blocks North of -Santa Clara Between 3rd & 4th St rcciN

S,1000
LASH

This is Bob Lewis’s
gift to all SJSU students
when they buy a new
’92 Volkswagen GTI.
Use the $1000 for a
down payment, options
or whatever you want.
The choice is yours.

The 1992 Volkswagen 611 includes:
ioo

HP Engine
Fog Lights
Rear Spoiler
Alloy Tear Drop Wheels

Recarro fype Seats
Power Rack and Pinion
5 Year Powertrain Warranty
lahrvergnugen

Base Price $1.11110*
First Time Buyer
College graduate

Ask about our $3,000 cash
back on new ’92 Cabriolets
911 W. Capitol Expressway
San Jose (408) 265-4400

Fraternity
brands brothers! See page
eight for
details.

"I’ve never seen anyone who wanted to live more than my son," Leigh
said, her voice breaking.

War school trains students against terrorism
The school is one of three under the
joint U.S. Special Operations Command, but it differs markedly from the
others, which focus on technical
training, Flynt said.

Smokey
EUGENE, Ore. (AP)
Bear’s appearance in an environmental group’s ad campaign has the U.S.
Forest Service smoldering mad.
Americans for the Ancient Forests
broke trademark laws by using
Smokey Bear’s image in newspaper
ads that criticize the agency’s logging
practices, Forest Service officials
said.
The furry firefighting bear in a
ranger’s hat and dungarees is a protected symbol to be used only for fire
safety education, said Cynthia Orlando, spokeswoman for the Willamette
National Forest.
The environmental group said the
Constitution’s guarantee of free
speech allows anyone to use Smokey
as long as his image isn’t used to
make money.
The ad, part of a$1 million TV,
radio and print campaign in 20 markets nationwide, shows a mean-looking Smokey holding a chain saw
behind his back.
The ad ran Wednesday in The
(Eugene) Register-Guard newspaper.
"Say it ain’t so, Smokey," the ad
reads.
"There’s a bear in the woods. And
he’s destroying our heritage."
"We felt the Forest Service is hiding behind the image of a friendly
looking and jovial character," said
Bob Chlopak, the environmental
group’s director.
"Unbeknownst to many people,
they’ve destroyed 90 percent of the
old growth in this country."
He continued, "As part of the
deoate over the Forest Service and
protecting old growth in this country,
Smokey is fair game."
The Forest Service hasn’t decided
whether to take legal action, Orlando
said.
The real Smokey Bear was a
motherless cub found after a 1950
New Mexico forest fire.
He lived at the National Zoo in
Washington, D.C., to the ripe old age
of 26.

(Price excludes tax, options, doe, and license)

Short
Term
Commitments
Long Term
Gains
Need extra money for school?
Call Western Temporary
Services. We’re experts at
fitting your school and
vacation schedule to your
work schedule. After school or
during breaks. Christmas time,
Easter time, summertime or
anytime. We have 40 years of
experience and eight divisions
ready to find the perfect job
for you. Western offers gixid
pay, immediate openings and
flexible schedules. Stop by our
office or give us a call.
Western Temporary Services.
The one to call when you
want to work.
Campbell
371-7171
Milpitas-Applegate 942-1919
Palo Alto
(415) 494-8040
San Jose-Metro
452-1911
San Jose-Almaden
266-4484
Sunnyvale
245-4850
Sunnyvale-Applegate 739-7310
Eight Divisions Including
Office Light Industrial
Marketing Medical
Technicid Legal
Accounting Santa
More than 350 offices worldwide.
100% American owned.

Western
TEMPORARY SERVICES

saimmailMI
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Multiple Master fonts give graphic designers new freedom
Readers of Access magazine, which hits the
stands this week, will notice that it has a
new look. The new look is based on Adobe’s
newest font technology: Multiple Master fonts.
For the past eight months, I have been betatesting the typefaces of Minion and Myriad. So,
what makes these fonts a big deal? First, they
are beautiful fonts. Second, they give graphic
designers a whole new level of control over the
way the type is used.
Let’s go back into font history. When Apple
first came out with the Macintosh in 1984, it
included a few postscript fonts. Postscript fonts
use mathematical formulas to print instead of a
grid of dots. That’s why Postscript fonts are
now the standard and can be sharply reproduced at any size. Most people now recognize
the names: Helvetica, Times, New Century
Schoolbook, Zapf Chancery, Symbol and a few
others.
Most of these fonts couldn’t be changed
much. For instance, Times, could only be
changed from regular (Roman) to bold or to
italics. lithe bold wasn’t bold enough you were
out of luck. Sometimes it was too bold. But
Apple and Adobe were only able to give you
two choices.
Later, some fonts came with three or four
choices like the Stone families which had semibold in addition to regular and bold. But there
was still a problem with all of the fonts. Some
looked really nice at big point sizes but were
hard to read at smaller sizes.
Adobe solved that by making its new Minion font optically scale, or change slightly, as it
is enlarged. So how do they give graphic
designers control over the typeface without
forcing them to resort to an art program like
Illustrator?

EXAMPLES

The Spartan

nerd
RosExr IN. Scow+
The specifications call for each Multiple
Master typeface to have up to four axis: weight
(from light to bold), width (condensed or narrow to extended or stretched), optical size (different sizes from 6 to 72 point) and style (sans
serif to serif).
Lest you feel cheated if your Multiple Master
fonts have only two axis, don’t worry. The typeface designers decide whether a font needs or
deserves one of the four different axis. For
example, Minion comes with the optical sizing
axis, while Myriad, because it looks good at all
point sizes, doesn’t.
On the two typefaces that Adobe has
released so far none uses the style axis which
could allow graphic designers to change from a
really conservative font to a really crazy looking
one, or anywhere in between.
While I really love the control that the Multiple Masters give designers, they might prove
frustrating for most users who don’t understand the difference between Times and New
York anyway.
The problem that we have had so far is that
you must preconceive visually in your mind
what you want to do and then you must go a
small program called Font Creator to create
each font variation.
Then, once you get back to your application, you have to chose Minion from your

Stretch
woosh
’ft
doppier effect

Create
Weight
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAJI
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see AS.
Office or call 800-655.3225.
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African gifts.
463 So. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, CA 95128 279-3342.
LOSE HALF YOUR BUTT
BY SUMMER!
Leading edge scientific formulas,
used by the pros for weight loss &
body sculpting with fast result&
No drugs! Not a diet! All natural!
100% guaranteed! 408 496-1318.
$5,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California.
Rates as low as $20. per month
A Dental Care plan is also available
for as little as $4.75 per month
To apply for coverages, Call
(408) 252-7300.
SOLAR POWER FUTURE IS HERE!
For emergency power, remote
homes & cabins, yard lighting.
Available solar cells, books,
toys, & battery chargers.
BE AT EARTH DAY SJSU ’92-4/22.
Dallas Solar Power, 408 294.5848.
WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week
as a Community Friend, providing
social support to those
suffering from rnental illness.
Great experience for psych. majors.
We train. (408)4360606.
WANTED: STUDY VOLUNTEERS.
Healthy individuals 31 to 59 years,
who are interested in participating
in a study investigating everyday
hying skills Please call 9243060
for information. Study will take
place at SJSU, M-F, 9-5 p.m.
EARN S86 for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by selling
silkscreened Ishirts or sweatshirts
w/ your custon design or logo.
(6 color max) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clara.
Call Brainstorm Graphics for a
quote today!!! 4964343.
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
on the Spartan Daily drubbed.
Call 9243277.
DO YOU HAVE BAD CREDIT? Learn
to establish good credit! Save
$500. Free details: send SASE to
Box 720084, San Jose, CA 95172.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200.
86 VW
$50.
87 Mercedes
$100.
65 Mustang
$50.
Choose from thousands starting
or $25. FREE 24 hour recording
reveals details. 801.379.2929.
Copyright It CA29KIC.

COMPUTERS
Compaq Portable 2FD ptr. $250.
IBM PC 2FD mono. + ptr. $250.
IBM XT 10M mono. $300.
IBM AT 20M COLOR $450.
IBM PS/2 50Z VGA 30M $650.
Coati/tonne 4534322 2488321.

FOR SALE
DRAFTING / DRAWING TABLES
for sale. 5 tt.x 3 ft. $60.ea. Also
drafting arms, top of the line, $55.
ea. Call Ken at 408 746-0811.

HELP WANTED
NELSON PERSONNEL SERVICES
Work at Top Silicon Valley
Companies in the following fields:
Secretarial-Mac, IBM
General Office - Filing. Typing
Data Entry - Alpha Numeric
Receptionist - Mulb-Uries
Shipping / Receiving
Technical.
1 - 2 years experience required.
No fees.
(408) 241-8450.
GREAT LOCAL MARKETING FIRM
experiences explosive growth.
Part time. Flexible schedule
Good income. Call (408) 970-0889

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Corners’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Randy Mulb-car’
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

$40,000/YR1 READ BOOKS
and TV scripts. Fill out simple
’like/dont like’ form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording.
801-379-2925.
Copyright C CA29KEB.
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 1992?
Earn $500. - $1000. weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details:
Rush $1.00 with SASE to:
01H Group Inc.
1019 Lk. Sherwood’
Orlando, FL 3281.8.
ACTIVISTS -TIRED OF TOXICS?
Act now. Summer jobs $3500. $5000. Silicon Valley Toms
Coalition is now hiring concerned
people who want to help clean up
Saloon Valley! We train for outreach
and fundraising positions. Career
opps., Travel opps., Attend National
Conference. Positive work onyx,
rnent. Women & Minorities encour.
aged to apply. Call 408 288-SVTC.
HELP WANTED IN AUTO RELATED
industry. Affiliate of the
Young Engepenuer’s Socety.
Great resume builder.
Call Ten at (408)736-0308.
WORK WHEN YOU WANTII
international marketing firm
expanding into area. Seek several
high powered key people to assist
in rapid expansion. Call 578-0214.
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Multiple Master

USED on this page: Minion (for headline and body text)
and Myriad (for examples and cutlines) Multiple Master
typefaces from Adobe. To create different widths you just
slide the bar on the font creator (right).

EACH font has to be created by the user, although some come preprogrammed in. It is easy though, just select a style and hit create.
menu and wade through a list of about 15 variations - more if you are really crazy The variations are marked by a number code, once you
figure out what the numbers mean it is fairly
easy but it certainly isn’t as intuitive as choosing
bold or light.
My column today is set in Minion
(345wt500wd loop). To decode that mess for
you: 345wt means that it is a light version. The
weight axis runs from 345 (light) to 620
(black). 500wd tells you that the font is set at to
extended (or stretched setting). The text is set
in 10 point size so I applied the correct optical
scaling. The printer used is a LaserWriter Hi.

By using a slightly more condensed version
of the fonts a designer could "copy fit" or make
text that is a little too long fit into a pre-set
space. Likewise, a user could stretch an article
so that it would fit a space that is slightly too
large.
Adobe says that programs in the future will
be able to do this almost automatically in the
near future using the Multiple Master fonts.
The fonts themselves are just now coming on
the market and are expected to sell on the street
for close to $300 per typeface. The Spartan
Bookstore has an educational pricing agreement with Adobe but as of Friday, the fonts

were not listed in its database.
If you would like to see more samples, grab
a copy of Access magazine and see what they
choose to do with the latest in typeface technology. After all, aren’t fonts just there to give readers a better way to access information?
Robert W. Scoble is just a nerdy kind ofguy
-you know the type, they have Macintosh cursors burned into their retinas. But he stays out
of trouble by running a Macintosh User Club on
the last Tuesday of the month at 6:30p.m. in
room 202 ofDwight Bente! Hall.

FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277
PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Earn $6.00- $12.00 per hour!
Will train. Full or part time.
Flexible hours. Paid daily.
Campaign Management Services.
(408)248-7406.

Rent 1 bdrm. $550 1 studio $450.
Atlas/Alameda, 10 units. Quiet,
bike distant, bus line. 3792620.

HOUSING

HI RISE BLDG. BRIGHT, AIRY
1 Br. Apts. with A.E.H.. OW,. AL_
gated covered perking. Intercom
entry, laundry. OK for 2.
Rent from $695. Quiet, nice for
staff. 1 block from campus.
Aspen Vintage Tower. 2974705,

PLAN AHEAD FOR THE FALL
semester. Now accepting applications for 2 bdrm./2 be apartments 2 BEDROOM APT. SM./MONTH.
for Aug. 1. occupancy. Call Dan at Close in.
Modern building
295-5256 or come by State House
Free basic cable service
Apts, corner of 11th and William.
Secure parking
Elevator
COLONNADE APTS. NEED FEMALE
Laundry room
roommate for July 92- 93.
11:00 am. to 100 pm 295-6893.
$300 /mo. Lots of extras!
Call now! 924-8826 or 924-8827. Village Apartments 576 S. 5th St
NEW, FRESH & CLEAN. 3 bdrm /2
ba. apt. 2 blocks to campus. Gated
garage. Avail. 5/1. 998-5485.
Special summer rates. Call today.
2 BR/1 BA 2 BLOCKS FROM SJSU
Free CAN & 1 car space Part. turn.
$630/mo. 1year lease. 268-0439.
GATEWAY APTS. NOW ACCEPTING
applications for Fall. Lrg. 2 bdrm. 2
bath. Free cable TV. Game room w/
pool table & ping pong. BBQ area.
Corner of 4th & William. Ideal for
4 students. Call today. 947-0803.
HOUSEMATE to share townhouse.
So. San Jose. W/0, MN_ garage,
pool. Nice area. M/F. $345./mo. +
1/3 util. Call Gerry 287-2336.
FOR SALE. 2 BD./2.5 BA. CONDO.
Private secure parking. End unit.
Agent George Garza.
(510) 490-2100.

MATURE. STABLE FEM. WANTED
for live -on school-age childcare. STUDIO APT. FOR ONE PERSON.
ISM Rm./Brd. $1.00/wk. 241-9630. SC. Util. paid. No pets. $475.per. rno.
TIV
AC
$350. sec. dep. Call 259-7040,
The taking of action to achieve a
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE,
change.
social
political or
CALIFORNIA CITIZEN ACTION Many positions. Greet benefits. Call 4 ODRA? HOUSE. 2 ROOMS avail.
May 1st. Master: $425. + 1/3 util.
BOO 338-3388 Ext P-3310.
is now hiring articulate energetic
Other: $350. + 1/3 util. Kitchen &
people to make California a better
family room. Full priv. Leigh/Curt.
SUMMER TEACHING POSITION
place to live. Get involved in your
ner. Call Valerie (408) 371-7539.
future. Benefits/travel/advance. California, most repented reading
ment opply Hrs. 2-10 p.m. $325.- school is hiring reading enrichment
SUMMER
teachers. FT summer Work,
$550. /week. Call (408) 280.5077.
Discount possible. 2 bdrm/2 bath
$400.-$500./wk. mo. allotment,
Free basic cable, laundry facility,
health benefits. Paid training.
EXCMNO BUSINESS NEWSPAPER,
security entrance, remodeled.
flexible hrs. Undergrad degree
situated downtown, seeks energetic
close, convenient. Call Dan at
individual for entrylevel sales required. Need car. Hone teaching
2955256 or leave a message
skills while helping kids learn to
position. EARN 910.-918. per
love books. 415759.8950.
hour. Will train. Flexible hours.
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
Send resume to Mr. Cashman,
3410 Stevens Creek San lose
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT
THE BUSINESS JOURNAL, 152
Open Daily, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
(located on Light Rail)
North Third Street, State 100, San
2414610 or 241.6611.
Accepting applications for partJose, CA 95112. No calls, please.
time cashier end kitchen positions.
A shared housing service.
Lookers Free - Havers $20. Fee.
GET HIRED! Learn how to get Fun, fast-paced atmosphere. Must
Cher 100 listings available!
employers to call you! Discover be energetic, enthusiastic, depend.
The simplest and best way
able and neat In appearance.
NEW type of Job.getting resume. For
Apply in person at PASTA MIA,
to find a roommate
Free information send name,
2565 No. First Street (at Trimble).
address to: WISE, 1259 El Camay
0190. Menlo Park 94025.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
00-00 DANCERS - Sonar’s& Bay $2,000.+/month + world travel.
Ignoble hours, good pay, no nudity, Holiday, summer & career employmust be 21 or over. Call pager ment available. No experience nec(408) 552.2699 or (408) 552.8694 essary. For employment programCall 1-206.545-4155 ext. C523.
for interview.

SERVICES
SCHOLARSHIPS
College scholarships available
nationwide. Recorded message
gives details 11510(4298497.
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects. Paper, thesis
development assistance. Qualified
writers. Editing. Resumes. Work
guaranteed. Reasonable. Berkeley
(510)841.5036.
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
makenver & skin care analysis.
Professional image consultant.
Quality products at 40-75% less
than retail. Small groups or
individuals Call Tracy 947.1537.

COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
Eligibility regardless of grades
and Income for most
’Minimum 7 sources guraranteed
’Over $10 billion in
private sector aid
For free info call:408 927-9299.

TRAVEL
HEADED FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER?
Just S269. will get you there
(and/or back!) ANYTIME, from SFO
on nommercial jet, no catches,
just be minimally flexible.
AIRHITCH
800 397.1098.
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM 5276.
each way on discounted scheduled
airlines to Europe from San
Francisco. Call (80013252026.
AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN
SERVICE TO SAN JOSE!
Try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains to
Sacramento. leaving San Jose at
6:35 am., 12:35 pm. & 5:10pm.
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis.
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee, and Marysville / moths
/ Chico / Red Bluff / Redding. One
Amtrak ticket covers both train and
bus. One-way fare to Sacramento:
523. Roundtrips only $30. most
days. 3 daily departures also available from San Jose to Fresno /lim
ford / Bakersfield via direct Amtrak
bus to trainside at Stockton.
For information:
-USA-RAIL
Call

t000

MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing. or
using chemicals. Let in
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. BACK-CHESTLIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC
Students & faculty 15% discount.
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
5/31/92. Hair Toile% Gone
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave
81.7. Campbell. (408)3793500.
Gwen, Trish or Modica
Registered Flectrologists.
VOICEMAIL SA, PER MONTH.
No deposit, installation or deposit
costs. Private and secure
Simple to use. For information:
Call 1 800 659-3356
SO% discount on all PERMANENT
COSMETICS by TRISH. Enhance
your natural beauty!! EYE LINEREYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
SCARS BLENDED, Expires 5-31-92.
409379-3600
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017
Campbell, Ca. 95008,

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe, U.S
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares
408 997.3647 Arlene
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester. year.
graduate, summer and
internship programs in Perth,
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne.
Programs start at $3520
Call 1400.878-36913.

WORDPROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL WP.- RESUMES,
dissertations, papers Laser printer.
Pick up/del. avail. Nikki 779-4113.
ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
your wordprocessing woes!
Reasonable rates
Evenings and weekends
Willow Glen area
Ask about specials!
Call (408) 266.1460.

QUAIJTY WORD PROCESSING
Fast & dependable.
Flexible hours. WP 5.1
Noel - 732-8612.
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors.
familiar with APA/Turabian
formats. Science and English
papers our specialty. Free spell
check/storage. Low-cost editing
and graphics. Resumes and
Other services available,
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or %invite
251-0449.
Professionally Prepared Resumes
in 24 hrs. $10.00 (incl. 6 copies).
Same day also sociable. 4457651
AFFORDABLE EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing! Term papers
reports, group papers, resumes,
letters, theses, laserprinter,
etc. All formats plus APR.
Spellcheck. punctuation
& grammar assistance
All work guaranteed!
Call PAM 247-2681,
8am 8pm, for worry free,
professional dependable service.
FREE PICK-UP AND DEU VERY
ON CAMPUS (Monday-Friday)
for all your TYPING needs.
OVER-NIGHT turn-around
for most papers
(with advance notice).
15 yrs. experience. Dependable!
52.00 per double spaced page.
Call Jude - 338-2279 (everungs).
PROFESSIONAL TYPE SETTING:
term papers, theses,
resumes, letters,
acNertisements. and flyers,
Quality and prompt service.
Call Fen at:
(408) 247-3695
IMPROVE YOUR CIPA, PROF W/P.
Resumes, theses, papers, busness
plans. Grammar /spelling
Transcription. Laser printer,
FREE Pock up & delivery
Low rates
(408) 7470335
WAY FRIENDLY HOME TYPIST
Near De Ana & Vallco
Shopping Center, off Bollinger.
Word Perfect / Laser Printer
OPEN EVERY DAY -24 HOURS!!
Suzanne: 446-5658,
GRAD STUDENTS! Call Marsha
at 266-9448 for assistance with all
phases of Thesos/Project
preparation: Editing (grammar.
punctuation, sentence structure),
tables, graphs, laser printing.
(Resume service also available).
International Students welcome!
Willow Glen area
Hours 7 a in 8:30 p m

CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, group projects. etc
All formats including CPA.
Quick return.
Transcription services available
Almaden / Branham area
Phone 2644504
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. Term Papers
Theses, Grackiate Work, APA &
Turabian. Desktop Publishing.
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakridge Mali.
2244395.
PROFESSIONAL
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE.
Theses, term papers, reports
resumes, letters
Save time - Fax your clots to rye-Quick return. 15 years experience
WordPerfect 5 1, Laser printout
Call Mane at 971-6231.
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes.
letters & reports. All formats.
Steno service. Pick up end delner
for large jobs. 20 years experience
MA in English - Phi Beta Kappa
Cam Margaret,
8 am to 8 per,
at 251.6775
WHEN THE BEST
IS AIJ. YOU NEED.
PAPERS - $1.90/pg. and up
RESUMES -$12.00 and up
Macintosh II - Spell - Grammar
English problems a specoatty!
Open evenings and weekends
VISA - MasterCard
408/2544565.
BUDGET WORD PROCESSING
Excellent forushed copy
Experienced 8. Affordable
Term papers. Theses.
Manuscripts WordPerfect 5 1,
Cal 3384038.
RESUMES.
STUDENT PAPERS
Call Mrs. Morton 266-9448. Exper
lose on CPA MLA, Turaboan formats
Will clot for correct grammar,
punctuation, & sentence structure:
prepare tables, and graphs:
print out in attractive laser type
(Will also edot your 005 dosk.)
International Students Welcome:
Willow Glen area Hrs. 78.- 8:30p
THE TYPESMITH offers word
processing on a Macintosh iix With
a Laser printer. I do term papers,
reports, resumes. letters.
I am in the Cambrian area
Call Jose at 4484370

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!

BABYSITTER NEEDED. MY HOME.
AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED!!! Cupertino. One afternoon per week.
Liet free grants up to $500,000. Call 446-2102
from US Gov’t, and not pay a pemy
back! Get 10-20 secured credit UBRARY STUDENT wanted to mancards at only 8% with $4000. age a small but growing automated
Instant credit. Complete listing of software library in Scotts Valley.
gov’t Job openings from $25k-63k Duties Include cataloging, maintaonFor Information write to: I.C.S. Box ing library database, acquisitions,
serials maintenance, and helping
3205, Saratoga, CA. 95070-1205.
staff. Requirements: some aspen.
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More then ence with cataloging and online
$1,000,000,000. on financial sod is searching helpful but not necessary. Pay is $10. per hour to start.
available to students annually.
Hours to be arranged to fit your
1 C S. Corp. can find 6 to 25
schedule (days, nights, weekends
sources of financial assistance
geared specifically to you. For free O.K.) and will vary between 4-10
and complete information, write to hrs. per month. Great opportunity
for someone interested in learning
t.C.S. Corp. P.O. Box 3205
about special libraries, cataloging
Saratoga CA. 95070.
Time is s terrible thing to waste.’ or automated systems for small
libraries. If interested call Lynn
Do it now.
Adams at 423-4503,

AUTOMOTIVE

PRIVATE PRE-SCHOOL
in downtown San Jose seeks
TEACHER w/ min. 12 units ECE
experience for morning program
8:30 -1:00. Call Lauren 286-1533.

830

Width

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

30

Create or Remove any font:

PAINTERS WANTED. No cap nec.
$5.00-$8.00/hr. Work with other
students. Call Steve Shields at
Student Painters. 1500-394-6000
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?
Cruise ship jobs open now’ Earn
SS$. Travel to vacation areas Free
details Send SASE to PO Box
720084, San lose, CA 95172
SUMMER JOBS
for career minded individuals. Work
with new Environment Co. FT/PT
Immediate openings. No experience
needed. 408 3630255.

LOCAL PEST CONTROL COMPANY
needs energetic sales people for
door to door sales. High potential
income, will license and train. Call
2897891 end leave a message.

$7.00- 8.00 PER HOUR
Fulltorne or Pwltime
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS.
Excellent benefits
Credit union
Vacation pay.
Free uniforms or non uniformed
Referral bonus.
Apply: Mori- Fri. 8 am. 5 pm.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
Bate San Tomas/Olcott near 101

COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
Staff needed et local
residential twilit** for
young adults with autism and
related disabilities FT/PT positions
available. Start 16.-83.25 /hour.
Supervisor positions available with
prior experience. 17.-97 25/hour.
Call 408 448-3953

HOMEWORKERS NEEDED NOW!
Earn 111,000 weekly mailing our
circulars on your spare time at
home) Guaranteed! Free supplies &
postage! Easy money! Begin now!
No experience necessary!
Free details! Send L SASE to:
SMS, Dept. Col -118, Box 610.
Cordova, TN 38018-0610.

PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one (etter.)
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MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE DAY
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City/State
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One
Day
3 lines
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$600 $7.00

$8.00

$9.00

51ines

$700 $8.00

$9.00

$1000 $11.00

6 lines

$8.00 $9.00

$1000911.00 $12.00

Each additional line: $1.00
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ALUMNI: Graduates remain vital to campus life
From Front Page
purchases made at the Spartan bookstore. Members also tap into a network of other alumni.
The Alumni Association has chapters in and
around San Jose including Santa Cruz, Monterey
and the Santa Clara Valley.
All of these chapters report directly to the
main chapter at SJSU.
Membership is not automatic upon graduation, however, graduates are offered one year’s
free membership.
In 1983, the Alumni Association incorporated
into eight different non-profit organizations representing the academic colleges of the university.
Each college sets up its own fund-raising activities and some have their own staff.
The organizations then coordinate through the
main association. A percentage of the association’s revenues are then given to the main a.ssociation for operating expenses.
According to Redding, when an alumni wants
to give money to the university, that person can
give either an unrestricted gift or a restricted one.
A restricted gift is one that the donor designates
to go to a certain school for something specific.
Unrestricted gifts can be given to the university scholarship fund or to the individual college.

ments.
When an alumna wants
The fund is also used by
to make a donation, the
the individual colleges to
donor is put in touch with
put on events such as lecthe college where they
tures and presentations.
would like the money to go.
According to Redding,
The main source of the
expenditures for the Alumni
association’s revenue is
Association include paying
from the membership dues
for the five staff members
which equal about 40 perthat are employed by the
cent of total revenues, or
association, not the universi$123,000 annually.
ty.
Other sources are alumni
The Alumni Association
activities and special events
is completely separate from
such as the upcoming aucJanet Redding the university.
tion and money given to the
Director 01 university advancement
Even the house the
annual fund.
alumni uses is owned by the
"The annual fund was
alumni and is paid for by
established in 1986 and
(consists of) money raised during the fiscal year the association.
Operating expenses come to about $128,000
to support the academic needs of the university,"
said Redding. "The money is not used for faculty for the fiscal year. Part of the revenue of the main
association is 40 percent of the membership dues
salaries."
The fund is distributed to the individual col- from the individual college associations.
Other expenses include administrative support
lege deans from the 40 percent of funds garnered
such as postage and printing costs.
from membership dues.
Publication is another expense which covers
How to spend the funds is left up to the deans
and the alumni college boards of the individual the San Jose State Digest which is published by
colleges to disperse the money in their depart- the university.

’This university is
like a small city,
everything in it
works a certain
way. The alumni
are a part of that
system.’

MULLU

Additional expenditures for equipment and
student assistants make up a small amount of the
expenses.
Along with the Alumni Association is the
Alumni Board. The board is made up of 20
alumni from a broad range of ages and backgrounds.
"The board has people on it that have a high
visibility. The board members are ambassadors
to the community," Redding said.
According to Redding, the board is a local
organization that interviews prospective members as though they were applying for a job.
The members are given a job description and
go through a selection committee that picks out
the members of the board.
The main purpose of the board is to make
program decisions and to work closely with university development
"Members of the board are appointed for a
three-year tem and are from all diverse backgrounds," said Beth Tagliese, associate director
of university advancement in charge of alumni
affairs.
"This university is like a small city, everything in it works a certain way. The alumni are a
part of that system," said Redding.

From Front Page
in
majority
non-Jewish
Ethiopia.
They were treated like thirdclass citizens and could only do
business with Jews in their own
villages, Kokin said.
The Ethiopian Jews refer to
themselves as Beta Israel, or
"House of Israel," to counter the
sense of estrangement they felt
in Ethiopia.
In Israel, the Ethiopian Jews
are interspersed throughout the
country, Mullu said.
They do not live in isolated
villages like they did in
Ethiopia.
Zionism is not racism,
Kokin said. "Rikki Mullu is
good proof of that."
The talk was sponsored by
SJSU’s Jewish Student Union.

Gardens proposed to help Russians through winter
NEW YORK (AP) In a flourishing garden in a gritty Manhattan neighborhood, a Russian television crew sought a buffer to food
shortages back home.
The American gardeners offered this solution: Find some soil in a vacant lot, on a
roof or a balcony, in a park, at a building’s
edge, just about anywhere and dig in.
lhe TV CIVVes visit to New York and other
U.S. cities is Flan of an effort to get ordinary
Russians in Moscow and St. Petersburg to try
to avoid poor food, expensive produce and
long lines by growing at least some of their
own.
"They were doing nothing to get ready for
winter," said Sharon Tennison, founder and
president of the San Francisco-based Center
for Citizen Initiatives, which sponsored the
crew’s U.S. tour.

Twenty-three thousand pounds of donated
seeds left Oakland, Calif., by ship on Wednesday, headed for Russian families, said Tennison, who began the gardening project after visiting the former Soviet Union earlier this year.
Her hope? "People in the cities are going to
start planting seeds in every bit of soil," she
said Thursday at the Sixth Street and Avenue B
Community Garden.
In addition to New York, the TV crew visited Rochester, Minn., San Francisco, Boston,
and Providence. R.I., filming segments intended to inspire Russians to plant gardens.
They saw urban greenhouses, composting
in apartments, fanners’ markets, urban gardens
and a hot line for growers with questions or
problems. At the "Sixth and B" garden, they
talked with activists and gardeners.
Russian TV personality Tamara Maximov,

talking through a translator, said she wants to
show her viewers that Americans of all economic classes are gardeners, and particularly to
encourage senior citizens to grow food.
"Instead of wasting hours in food lines or
sitting on benches cursing the government,
they could do something to try to solve the
food problems," she said.
Maximov said she was surprised that Americans took over a piece of land for a neighborhood garden.
But it’s just one of 43 community gardens
on Manhattan’s Lower East Side. At this one,
residents transformed a vacant corner lot into
117 4-by-8-foot plots for flowers, herbs and
food.
A sculpture piled four stories high with
graying weather-beaten stuffed animals, old
fans and hose, an antenna and scaffolding is

the first clue that this is not your traditional
country garden.
Forsythia and tulips burst into bloom behind
a fence hung with burlap recycling bags. There
are benches and a picnic table for resting or
trading seeds and advice.
On Thursday, one woman asks if anyone
can use her surplus garlic. A pair of boys
wearing backward baseball caps play catch,
while a mom and daughter weed one plot.
This 10-year-old garden, one of more than
600 in the city, has a waiting list a couple of
years long now, said Marilyn Whiteside& president of the garden.
There’s no reason similar sites cannot be
nurtured in Russia, said Tennison, recalling the
Victory Gardens of World War II.
"I was a child in 1942, and I remember
when the president said we were going to have

grow our own ’cod," she said. "My parents got
out shovels and seeds and planted."
When Russians told her they felt helpless to
deal with food shortages, "I said, ’You’ve got
soil all over the place.
Several fanning and gardening projects are
under way to help residents of the former Soviet Union.
Project Seedling is appealing for donations
of tools.
Specialists from Cornell University and the
University of Rhode Island are going to St.
Petersburg to set up a demonstration community garden.
Tennison is going to Russia to oversee the
distribution of seeds and equipment. And in the
fall, a specialist in drying foods is to go to
teach people how to preserve what they’ve harvested.

Fifth graders belt it out through marathon lesson in patriotism
A1WAIER, Calif. (Al’) Patriotic fifth-graders spent their Faster vacation at school, waving tiny flags and
belting out military hymns during a
75-hour sing-a-thon.
The 50 students at Thomas Olaeta
School wound up the marathon Thursday.
"I’ve memorized all the words to
all the songs. I’m very tired," said a

COSTS
From Front Page
SJSU," she said. "We should spread
the $61,000 over those people."
"They were focused on meeting
their own needs, rather than concentrating on SJSU’s needs. I think we
had a wonderful candidate, (Leventhal). I think the trustees ran her off."
Sonoma State’s presidential candidate visits will begin today while
Northridge’s candidates begin their
visits May 5.
SJSU Presidential Selection Advisory Committee (PSAC) Costs:
Consultant Fee $27,500
Consultant Expense $ 4,070
PSAC Travel $1,355
Candidate Travel $17,129
Chonicle of Higher Education Ad
$ 2,976
Other Ad $ 640
Postage N/A
Printing $ 42
Supplies $ 8
Lunches and Meeting Rooms
$2,926
Staff Travel $1,103
TOICAL: $57, 753
Estimated additional costs:
Staff travel will probably total
$2,000 and the PSAC travel will
probably total about $4,000. The final
total will be approximately $61,400.
l’here also will be some postage
costs.

Man shot by
wounded turkey
POTOSI, Mo. (AP) A man
showing off a turkey he thought he
had killed was shot in the leg when
the wounded bird thrashed around in
his car trunk and fired off his shotgun
"The turkeys are fighting back,"
said county Sheriff Ron Skiles.
To make matters worse, Larry
Lands, in his early 40s, and his 16 year-old son, Larry Jr., were hunting
before the start of turkey season and
will probably be fined, the sheriff said.
The accident occurred last week
affix the lands shot the turkey and put
it in the car, along with a loaded shotgun. They drove to a neighbor’s house
to show the hint off.
While the son was pulling the
turkey out of the trunk it began struggling, according to the sheriff, and its
claw fired the gun. The shot went
through the side panel of the car and
into the senior Lands’ leg.
lands was in satisfactory condition
in the hospital.
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smiling 10-year-old Kelly Maxwell.
"I think I did something for my
country," said George Mendoza, 9.
"When we’re singing we’re explaining
that children want no wars."
Event organizers collected 8,000
pounds of food and clothing for warravaged Croatia, said their teacher, Joe
Rivero.
Rivero, 32, likened the sing-a-than

to boot camp.
The students sang "America, The
Beautiful," This Land Is Your Land"
and military hymns. Once each hour,
they performed their own songs.
"It gives them a feeling that this
country is theirs," said Rivero, who
was hoarse after three days of singing.
"Somebody’s got to teach them. Why
not teachers?"

Parents decorated the auditorium
with patriotic slogans and red, white
and blue balloons. They also coaxed
children who sang in alternating
shifts out of their sleeping bags and
back on stage.
"I want to hear it loud," Rivero
urged after the chows began tailing off
Thursday.
"You people sacrificed your vaca-

WE KNOW
VOLLEYBALL

tions. There are a lot of people proud
of you." he said.
Some students groaned when
Rivero ordered an extra half-hour of
singing to prove they’d reached their
goal. But other students were ready for
more rounds.
"At first the singing was boring but
at the end I just loved it," said 11 -yearold Patrisha Dodson.

’Net Systems, Equipment, Balls.
’Volley wear, Hats, Bags.
’Indoor/Outdoor Shoes.
& Ball Rentals.
Mao

Fraternity suspended for 10 % Off W/Student I.D.
(except
branding on brothers
/-11,
PACKPACKS
TRAYFIPACKS

#V%
4.4410ki

backpacks on sale)

Previously on
probation for using
cats as tree decor
RUSION, La. (AP) Louisiana
Tech University has suspended a campus fraternity for its practice of branding its initials into the flesh of its
members, university officials said.
A school committee this week suspended Delta Kappa Epsilon because
branding violates the school’s antihazing policy, said Jean Hall, vice
president for student affairs.
"We do not want any type of organization that does this type of thing to
our kids," Hall said Thursday.
Randy Dailey, fraternity president,
said the organization would appeal.
The fraternity was placed on probation for five months in 1990 for
allegedly hanging two dead cats as
ornaments on a Christmas tree.
Under the suspension. the 31 -member fraternity is barred from participating in campus activities for two years.
Some younger members will be
required to move from the fraternity
house into a campus dormitory.

’This is not
something that
our organization
does as a whole.
And several
members do not
have it.’
Randy Dailey
Delta Kappa Epsilon President

Administrators began investigating
the fraternity after the father of a former student complained about the
brand on the arm of his son, a DKE
member.
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C & M BACKPACKING

Between oil changers
and Crestview motel.
q03 E El Cameo Mn view, Ca (415) 9611-4650

481 E. San Carlos St. (Next to Subway) 297-9777
The Associated Students Program
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Dailey admitted Thursday that
members are given the opportunity to
be branded after they have been with
the fraternity six months.

wiser

But the practice is not an initiation
rite and those who get the brand must
volunteer, saidl)ailey.
"This is not something that our
organization does as a whole. And
several members do not have it," Dailey said.

GMAT Strategy Lecture
FREE!
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FREE!

Testing for the Public
David M. Willie

Thursday, April 30, 7-9
Room L23

PM

Foothill College, 12345 El Monte Road. Los Altos Hills
Call: (510) 526:3435 for more Information.

_g armonica 11 eaven
San Jose State University
Tower Lawn Area, 12 noon
Sunday, May 3, 1992
FREE ADMISSION
ROD PIAZZA and the MIGHTY FLYERS
LITTLE CHARLIE and the NIGHTCATS
JUNIOR W ATSON /LYNWOOD SLIM BLUES BAND
THE BOBBY MURRAY BAND
THE GARY SMITH BLUES BAND

LITTLE JOHN CHR1SLEY

Paul TSONGAS
For President

GINNY SAKELLAR
for more info call the R.A.T. Line, (408)924-6261
’Rapid Apathy Terminator funded by Assam ed Studmts

San Jose State
University

Timm Ha

0

anday_t4

Citizens for Tsongas
1-800-881-8326

NO GLASS CONTAINERS

408-947-1239

San Odes Si.

BAM, Guitar Showcase, II’s, Heritage Cablevision, KSJS, Metro, Mother Lode Prod.; South
Bay Blues Awards, Paramount Imports, Sound On Stage, Spartan Shops, SUpro, WMI Services

